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The human need for personal care and transparent process 

In these uncertain days more then ever patients rely on their physician's 
experience and knowledge to provide them with the most trustworthy 
and professional care, but as the need to manage increased amount of 
patient data the physician themselves more and more on computers 
and instead to see the patients they eventually see more the computer 
screen or the keyboard, what results that they spend more time 
documenting care than delivering it to the patient. 

Furthermore, the need to improve efficiency in clinical and billing 
workflow along with the promising opportunities the current & future 
technology are making it crucial to change in face of near-future 
healthcare challenges and soaring costs of healthcare, the clinics are 
trying to get batter finance and operational cycle along with the need 
not to come at the expense of clinic care satisfaction.

The Benefits  

• The patient satisfaction 
increase from a more direct, 
personal interaction 

• Better focus of the physician 
in the patient results in with 
fewer errors 

• Reduce clinic staff burnout 
from documentation, billing, 
and coding 

• Automatically transcribe the 
needed data in the input 
spaces 

• Coding process significantly 
faster and efficient what 
allows a faster and more 
transparent billing 

• Supports increased patient 
volumes and Telehealth visits

Cutting edge and unique method of Ruti’s DLU make a difference  

Healife Ruti system is HIPAA proved solution to do the documenting of 
the clinical care and medical coding all in one service a few clicks away. 
Ruti, a top layer desktop system that is cloud-based offers the newest AI 
- natural language processing method known as deep language 
processing that contextualizing the conversation as it also automatically 
written EMR documentation.  

• Contextual transcribing  
The Ruti system different each voice and recognise the voice of the 
physician and patient what means it also can batter process it with no 
bias, fewer errors and allow service reclamation. 

• Transparent medical coding 
The contextual understanding give the system the ability to also 
medical code the transcribe in real-time and simultaneous to the care, 
and also to provide transparent explanation for the code generated. 

• Systematic learning 
The system uses advanced machine learning as in case of 
disapproving of result and correcting transcribe, the system learns the 
event and adjust from the specific audio section, making it batter each 
time.

About Healife Systems 

In Healife we believe that the 
healthcare system can be 
efficient both for the clinic  
staff and patient and once  
again focused on the patient 
themselves and less about 
managing their information 

Currently aimed for urgent care, 
primary care, ambulatory 
specialities & Telehealth

Ruti is your solution to automate the 
processes of physician-patient conversation 
and medical coding in one prompt service

Using cutting-edge technology of deep language understanding, 
Ruti system to automate the care documenting and billing process 
is a win for you


